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Abstract
OnApril 29, 2005, LeoKhachiyan passed awaywith tragic suddenness in themiddle of his scientiﬁc career. He became famous for
his polynomial time algorithm for linear programming (LP)[L. Khachiyan, A polynomial algorithm in linear programming, Soviet
Math. Doklady 20 (1) (1979) 191–194; L. Khachiyan, Polynomial algorithms for linear programming, USSR Comp. Math. and
Math. Phys. 20 (2) (1980) 51–68]. However, he contributed fundamentally to several other areas, as well. In this introductory paper,
we would like to recall brieﬂy his main contributions, and provide a complete (up to our best knowledge) list of his publications.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Linear and convex programming
Linear programming became widely used after its algorithmic and theoretical groundwork were laid (simplex algo-
rithm by Dantzig (1947) and duality theorem by von Neumann (1947); economic applications were already considered
by Kantorovich (1939)). The practical success of the simplex algorithm was confronted by exponential worst-case
examples, see e.g., Klee and Minty (1970). This posed a challenge to theoreticians. After the pioneering works of
Edmonds (1965), Cook (1971), and Karp (1972) in complexity theory, the challenge grew even larger: it became clear
that the feasibility problem of linear programming belongs to both NP and co-NP, and yet no polynomial algorithm
was known. We can formulate the feasibility problem as follows: given m linear inequalities in n variables, all with
rational coefﬁcients, decide whether this system has a feasible solution, or it is inconsistent. Many researchers tried
to ﬁnd a polynomial version of the simplex algorithm—a challenge, still open (though a polynomial time randomized
simplex algorithm was found recently by Kelner and Spielman (2005)). In this environment Leo’s result in 1979 [5],
proving that linear programming can be solved in polynomial time, worked like a bomb. Leo became famous almost
over-night. Even the New York Times published an article about Leo’s results, exaggerating the consequences so much
that it made suspicious even Soviet authorities, in particular, because the newspaper compared Leo’s result with the
Russian Sputnik. Leo was even summoned to testify in the Government Committee for Science and Technology (the
Soviet analogue of NSF). He got away ﬂatly denying that his “Sputnik” has anything to do with rocket science.
What made Leo’s result a “bomb” was not only its claim (polynomiality of LP), but also the way he proved it: he
utilized a very new algorithmic idea, no one before had tried to use it for linear programming. A family of algorithms
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was introduced by Shor (1970) for nonlinear programming. Later, Yudin and Nemirovski (1976) formulated, as a
member of this family, the ellipsoid method for convex optimization. The approach is based on the so-called Löwner
ellipsoid E(K), which is the unique smallest volume ellipsoid containing a given convex body K in its interior. In
particular, if K is a half ellipsoid K = E ∩ H , where E = {x | (x − z)TQ−1(x − z)1}, H = {x | aT(x − z)0}
and where z denotes the center of E, then E(K) = {x | (x − z)TQ−1(x − z)1} can be described by a simple closed
formula:
z = z − 1
n + 1Qa and Q =
n2
n2 − 1
(
Q − 2
n + 1Qaa
TQ
)
where a¯=a/√aTQa, and n is the dimension. Furthermore, it can be shown that vol(E(K))/vol(E)e−1/2n that is the
volume decreases by a factor strictly less than 1, depending only on the dimension and not on the other parameters. Using
such a method for linear programming is far from obvious. For instance, the above scheme involves the computations
of the square root of a rational number, which may not be rational, leading to grave computational and numerical
problems. Leo observed, however, that it is enough to use approximatively the above formulae, doing computations
“only” up to O(nL) bits, where L is the length of the binary encoding of the input system of rational inequalities, the
consistency of which we want to test. He also showed that if the system is feasible then it has a solution within a ball
of radius 2L, and if it is not feasible then the minimum violation at any point is at least 2−L. From these observations
and from the geometric decrease of the volume, he could derive that the center of the ellipsoid series produced by this
approach will become feasible in at most 16n2L iterations, unless the system is inconsistent.
The original publication [5] in Doklady of the Soviet Academy of Sciences is very short, giving only the main
deﬁnitions, claims, and some ideas behind these claims, but no proofs. This was (and is) in fact the standard, since
Doklady imposes a very strict four page limit. Leo submitted the complete version [7], with proofs and explanations,
to another journal where it appeared in 1980. Within months of the Doklady publication the result was publicized in an
English translation by Gacs and Lovasz, enhanced by complete proofs and explanations. This version was eventually
published in 1981, and became part of his second (doctoral) thesis in 1984 [15].
Leo himself was surprised by the waves his result made, and also somewhat annoyed by the mixed political effect.
After all, Soviet scientists were not supposed to publicize their results in theWest without a lengthy approval process via
the Academy. Nevertheless, he immediately recognized that this technique could be applied to many other problems.
He kept working on this area for several more years and published numerous interesting new results, some jointly with
colleagues, even after he moved to the US in 1989. He worked on convex quadratic and convex polynomial optimiza-
tion problems, convex polynomial Diophantine systems, volumes and approximations of inscribed and circumscribed
ellipsoids, and other related topics [6,8,10–14,16,19–21,23,26–28,33].
In this volume, there are several papers contributed by some of his co-authors.
2. Enumeration and counting problems in LP
Interestingly, Leo’s last results are also related to LP. They are based on enumeration theory (seemore detail in Section
9) developed by Leo with co-authors. His last paper [103] published just recently, in 2008, is titled: “Enumerating all
vertices of polyhedra is hard”. Let us notice that verifying whether a polyhedron has a vertex and, if yes, getting one
can in fact be done by linear programming. In contrast, the main result of [93,103] shows that it is NP-hard to decide
whether a list of vertices of a polyhedron given by its facets is complete or not. Let us notice that in case of bounded
polyhedra the problem remains still open. It is equivalent to the famous polytope–polyhedron problem: whether a
polytope given by its vertices equals a polyhedron given by its facets.
As a corollary, the negative solution is obtained for the following decision problem related to LP. Given an (infeasible)
system of linear inequalities and a family F of its minimal infeasible subsystems (so-called Helly’s subsystems), it
is NP-hard to decide whether family F is complete or not. The similar decision problem for the maximal feasible
subsystems of F is still open. However, it appears to be NP-complete under additional assumption of non-negativity of
all variables [103].
It is #P -hard to compute exactly the volume of a polytope [22,25,34]. This result was obtained by Leo simultaneously
with M. Dyer, A. Frieze, and R. Kannan. Leo’s paper [22] was published in 1988. His short, two-page, paper [25] (yet,
with a complete proof) was submitted on November 2, 1987.
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In fact, Leo proves hardness already of the following very special case. Let e1, . . . , en be basic vectors in Rn, a ∈ Zn,
and let O(a) be the convex hall of the 2n + 1 vectors {a,±e1, . . . ,±en}. Then the problem of computing the volume
of O(a) is #P -hard. His proof by reduction from the knapsack problem is very short and elegant.
3. Fictitious play and sublinear randomized approximation algorithm for matrix games
Leo began his research in Moscow working on the Brown–Robinson ﬁctitious play method to approximate the saddle
point of a matrix game. This is an important theoretical achievement, yet the rate of convergence is known to be poor.
The Brown–Robinson procedure and its modiﬁcations were the subject of Leo’s very ﬁrst publication [1] in 1977. It
was also the subject his ﬁrst (candidate’s) thesis [4] in 1978. In these works, Leo noticed some interesting relations of
ﬁctitious play trajectories with Lagrangian and Hamiltonian systems in classical mechanics. Also, his results imply a
new original proof of the von Neumann’s matrix game theorem. Finally, he got some lower bounds for the ﬁctitious
play conversion rate, a very original result, too.
In early 90s, he returned to this subject in Rutgers in his joint works with Michael Grigoriadis [31,39]. The result
of [39] was more than impressing. The paper presents a parallel randomized algorithm which computes a pair of ε-
optimal strategies for a given ε and m×n matrix game A, where aij ∈ [−1, 1] in O(ε−2 log2(m+n)) expected time on
(n+m) log(n+m) processors EREW PRAM. In particular, this statement implies that the value and optimal strategies
of a m× n matrix game can be approximated by a successive random algorithm in expected time (m+ n) log3(m+ n)
(which is much less than mn), that is, much faster than one can just read the matrix—an amazing result.
As a corollary, it implies that for arbitrary ε > 0 there are ε-optimal mixed strategies based on at mostO(log2(m+n))
pure ones. It is not difﬁcult to notice that such convergence rate is not achievable for any deterministic algorithm. As
mentioned in [39], any such algorithm must work linear time, more precisely, it must read at least mn/2 (that is,
one-half) of all entries to guarantee the 50% accuracy.
Once, Leo noticed that randomization is necessary in both cases: just to deﬁne the value (in mixed strategies) and to
approximate it efﬁciently, too. He even said that it would be good to share this conclusion with John von Neumann.
The idea of the new algorithm is beautiful. In fact, it is just another modiﬁcation of the ﬁctitious play. Yet, the
randomization is crucial. Each iteration of the classical version prescribes the player to choose the best reply against
the current “statistically observed” mixed strategy of the opponent. In contrast, in [39], not only the best but also other
strategies are allowed, yet, with smaller probabilities. The suggested probability distribution is the Gibbs distribution
from thermodynamics, where the Boltzmann temperature is related to the prescribed accuracy ε.
4. Cyclic games
Around 1984, Leo started to work on cyclic games. This concept was introduced by Herve Moulin in his Ph.D.
Thesis in 1976. Leo read it in French; he liked Moulin’s motivation. An m × n matrix game A might have no saddle
point in pure strategies. Yet, always there is one in the mixed extension ofA. Are there other (perhaps, ﬁnite) extensions
which always have a saddle point? This question was considered by Moulin in his thesis. He suggested several such
extensions and between them the following one. Let each player choose his strategy as an arbitrary function of the
opponent’s one. Then players have mn and nm such functional strategies, exponential but still ﬁnite sets. Obviously,
given an initial strategy, every two functional strategies deﬁne a unique inﬁnite play. It is also clear that this play must
cycle, sinceA is ﬁnite. The effective payoff is deﬁned as an average over the resulting cycle. Moulin proved that such an
extension always has a saddle point and the value does not depend on the original strategy. For this reason, he suggested
the name ergodic extension (not a lucky choice, since ergodicity disappears in generalizations).
The same concept was introduced independently in 1979 by Eherenfeucht and Mycielski in a slightly more general
setting, namely for bipartite graphs. It is easy to see that Moulin’s ergodic extensions correspond to the complete
bipartite graphs. Indeed, matrix A is such a graph with payoffs. Yet, for not complete graphs the value might depend
on the initial position. For this reason, name mean payoff games suggested by Eherenfeucht and Mycielski is better. In
[24], Leo generalized the model further, for arbitrary (not necessarily bipartite) graphs under the name of cyclic games.
Yet, what is more important, in [24] an efﬁcient algorithm to compute the value and optimal strategies was given.
In 1958, Tibor Gallai noticed that, given a directed graph G(V,E) and a payoff function c : E → R, one can
introduce potential x : V → R and substitute new payoff cx(v, v′)= c(v, v′)+ x(v)− x(v′) for the old one c(v, v′) in
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every arc (v, v′) ∈ E of the graph. Obviously, this operation preserves both total and average payoffs for every directed
cycle C in G. Moreover, it is easy to show that cx0 for some potential x if and only if there is no negative cycles in G.
It is shown in [24] that each cyclic game can be reduced by a potential transformation x to a canonical form in which
the value is trivially determined in every position v ∈ V : for White (the maximizer) and Black (the minimizer) the value
in v is just themaximum and respectivelyminimum of the new local payoffs cx(v, v′) for all moves (v, v′) from position
v. The proof is constructive. A simplex-type algorithm is suggested that reduces each game to its canonical form. There
is an elegant proof that this algorithm is ﬁnite and even more elegant example showing that it is exponential in the worst
case. This example, similar to the Klee and Minty example for simplex-method, was constructed in 1987 by Leo’s
student Vassiliy Lebedev. In general, the problem is very similar to LP; in particular, it is in intersection ofNP and co-NP.
In 2002, Sergey Vorobyov obtained the ﬁrst subexponential 2
√
N logN algorithm. However, no polynomial algorithm is
known, yet. Such an algorithm was announced at the end of [24]; unfortunately, this was just an overstatement. Once,
around 2003, Leo made a joke: “If we ever get a polynomial solution, we will start the paper as follows: ‘in 1988 we
announced a polynomial algorithm for cyclic games; here we provide it.”’ Yet, seriously, he frequently returned to this
problem. His last papers [92,104] were primarily motivated by cyclic games.
In this volume, Vorobyov surveys the present state-of-art of cyclic games.
5. Isoperimetric inequalities and conductance of order Markov chains
In the late 80s, in Moscow, Leo and Alexander Karzanov considered the problem of nearly uniform sampling
from within linear extensions of a given partial order. It was already known that such sampling is closely related to
approximating the number of these linear extensions.
Geometrically, n-cube [0, 1]n is partitioned into n! simplices each of which is associated to a linear order, that is, to
a permutation of [n] = {1, . . . , n}. (Strictly speaking, these simplices have no interior common points but their borders
might intersect.) Then, to each partial order P we associate a convex polyhedron P ⊆ [0, 1]n composed from some
number k = k(P ) of these simplices. Clearly, its volume vol(P ) equals k/n!. Given partial order P, let us introduce a
Markov chain on the extensions ofPwith transition probabilities deﬁned as follows: from a permutation  we move to
one of the neighbor permutations ′, so that all probabilities are equal; if p′ /∈P then we just stay at p. In 1989, Sinclare
and Jerrum gave an upper bound (1−2)t for the rate of convergence of such Markov chain in terms of its conductance
. In their turn, Leo and Karzanov got the lower bound n5/2 for the conductance. This bound they elegantly derived
from the following isoperimetric inequality. Let P be a convex solid in Rn partitioned into two volumes u and v by a
cut of surface area s. Then s >min(u, v)/diam(P ).
It should be mentioned that almost the same results were obtained and published simultaneously by Lovasz and
Simonovits (1990).
6. At Rutgers in 90s
In the 90s, Leo’s co-authors were Bahman Kalantari and Michael Grigoriadis.
Leo and Grigoriadis wrote several important papers on convex programming, decomposition, and multicommodity
ﬂows [37,40,43,45,47,64]. One of the most notable result is the ε−2KMN time ε-approximate algorithm for the
minimum cost K-commodity ﬂow problem on an N-node M-arc network. This bound improves many previously
known ones and it is still the best known.
Leo and Kalantari worked on matrix scaling and balancing [32,35,36,41,48]. In particular, these works resulted in a
new algorithm for LP, so-called Khachiyan–Kalantari algorithm [32]. A positive semideﬁnite symmetric matrix either
has a nontrivial nonnegative zero or can be scaled by a positive diagonal matrix into a doubly quasi-stochastic matrix.
A simple path following Newton algorithm of complexity O(
√
nL) iterations is suggested to either scale an n × n
matrix or give a nontrivial nonnegative zero. The latter problem is well known to be equivalent to linear programming.
An approximation algorithm for matrix balancing is suggested in [48]. A n × n nonnegative matrix A is balanced if
for each i=1, . . . , n the sums of the entries of its ith row and column are equal. Furthermore,A is said to be balanceable
via diagonal similarity scaling if there is a positive diagonal matrix X such that XAX−1 is balanced. Upper and lower
bounds on the entries of X, as well as the necessary sensitivity analysis of an associated convex programming problem
are given. These results imply the polynomial time solvability of computing X to any prescribed accuracy.
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7. Approximating the extremal determinants is hard
Let n points in Rd be in general position. This is a typical assumption in geometry. But is it easy to verify? Leo
proved that it is hard. In fact, he got a much stronger result [38]. For a d × n matrix (where nd) letB=B(A) be the
set of all nondegenerate d × d submatrices (bases) of A, and let (A) = min{det(B) : B ∈ B(A)}. Leo proved that for
any polynomial p(d, n) in the dimension of A, the problem of approximating (A) within a factor of 2p is NP-hard. In
particular, it is NP-hard to determine whether a set of n rational points in d dimension are afﬁnely or linearly degenerate.
On the other hand, he gave an algorithm for approximating (A) = max{det(B) : B ∈ B(A)} within a factor of
[(1+ε)d](d−1)/2 in O(nd2(ε−1 + log d+ log log n)) arithmetic operations and comparisons over the reals. The reader
should pay attention to very elegant and efﬁcient use of Vandermonde determinants in this paper.
8. Integer optimization on convex semialgebraic sets and semideﬁnite programming
This is the subject of the Ph.D. Thesis of Leo’s student, Lorant Porkolab. Their joint results were published in
[49,52,53,56].
H.W. Lenstra Jr. obtained in 1983 a polynomial algorithm for integer programming problems with a ﬁxed number of
variables. Leonid and Porkolab generalized this result extending it from polyhedra to convex semialgebraic sets. LetY
be a convex set in Rk deﬁned by polynomial inequalities and equations of degree at most d2 with integer coefﬁcients
of binary length at most . If the set of optimal solutions of the integer programming problemmin{yk|y=(y1, . . . , yk) ∈
Y ∩Zk} is not empty then the problem has an optimal solution y∗ ∈ Y ∩Zk of binary length dO(k4). Clearly, for ﬁxed
k this bound implies a polynomial-time algorithm for computing an optimal integral solution y∗. This also implies an
extension of Lenstra’s result from ﬁxed dimensional linear to semideﬁnite programming [49]. The reader should notice
how elegantly the authors make use of the classical Kroneker theorem on simultaneous Diophantine approximations,
as well as Renegar’s ﬁrst-order predicate theory. For the latter Leonid derived the complexity bounds.
9. Enumeration problems
In his last 11 years (1994–2005), Leo worked mostly on generation problems. One of the best Ph.D. students of Leo,
Khaled Elbassioni defended his thesis dedicated to this area in 2002. Another student who worked with Leo, Konrad
Borys, defended his thesis also of this research area in 2006. The main result was NP-completeness of enumerating
vertices of a polyhedron given by its facets.
By now it is clear that complexity of enumeration is an important part of general complexity theory. As usual, Leo’s
contribution was decisive. He solved “the main enumeration problem, so-called dualization,” in incremental quasi-
polynomial time, No(logN) [46], providing the ﬁrst incrementally subexponential algorithm for this core problem.
Thus, if dualization is NP-complete then every problem from NP can be solved that fast, which is very unlikely. Let us
remark that N log N = 2log2 N is nearer to polynomials Nc = 2c log N than to exponentials 2cN , where c is a constant.
Still, no polynomial algorithm for dualization is known.
Leo also proved that joint generation of edges of a pair of dual hypergraphs given by a (quasi-) polynomial oracle is
polynomially reducible to dualization, [51]. Thus, any two dual enumeration problems together can be efﬁciently (that
is, quasi-polynomially) solved. In contrast, one, or even both, of these two problems can be NP-hard.
Similar results were also obtained by Bioch and Ibaraki (1995).
Interestingly, for many important enumeration problems the size of the dual hypergraph Hd is (quasi-) polynomially
bounded in size of the primal one and the oracle. These inequalities are of independent interest. Yet, they also imply
that the edges of such dual-bounded hypergraphs can be incrementally (quasi-) polynomially enumerated by means of
the above joint generation approach.
Let us mention two examples of such dual-bounded hypergraphs:
(1) All minimal binary (or integral) solutions of a system Axb of linear inequalities, where A is a nonnegative
matrix.
(2) All minimal sets X ⊆ S satisfying a system of polymatroid inequalities
fi(X) ti , i = 1, . . . , m,
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where ti are real thresholds and fi : S → Z+ are polymatroid (that is, monotone submodular) functions for
i = 1, . . . , m.
Leo made fundamental contributions to all three parts of monotone dual-bounded enumeration:
dualization [46,55,57,58,79,81,87,94,100], joint generation [51,55,84,94], and dual-bounded inequalities
[59,61,63,65,66,68,71–78,82,88,99]. He also gave efﬁcient algorithms for many other (not dual-bounded) enumer-
ation problems, for example, enumerating disjunctions and conjunctions of cuts, paths, and spanning subsets in graphs,
digraphs, and matroids [80,85,86,89–91,96]. Finally, he developed an efﬁcient general method proving NP-hardness
of enumeration problems [51,61,66,73,93,103]. It was successfully applied to prove that enumerating vertices of a
polyhedron is hard [93,103]. In Leo’s publication list, numbers [46,50,51,55,57–61,63,65– 68,70–91,93–103,105,106]
refer to the papers on enumeration; a pretty large subset, as one can see. In this volume we include a survey on enu-
meration by Eiter, Gottlob and Makino, new results on dualization by Elbassioni, and one of our last joint papers with
Leo on dual bounded systems.
10. Uncited references
[2,3,9,17,18,29,30,42,44,54,62,69].
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